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Monday 14th January 2019
Hosted by

Welcome
• Introduction to GEO and Proshare
Danyle Anderson, Global Equity Organization; Gabbi Stopp, ProShare

• Communications Masterclass
Amy Brimble & Charlotte Cooper, Stitch Communications

• Remuneration and Governance Update
Julie Swann, Deloitte

• Share Plan Trends for 2019
Danyle Anderson, Global Equity Organization; Gabbi Stopp, ProShare

• Closing Remarks
• Networking Reception

Global Equity Organization

ProShare

• Sign up for our global news:
https://bit.ly/2RNWMCO

• Sign up for our newsletter:
https://bit.ly/2GJr4gb
• or scan this
QR Code with
your smartphone:

Danyle Anderson
Global Equity Organization
danyle.anderson@globalequity.org

Gabbi Stopp
Proshare
gabbi@proshare.org

AWARD WINNING
AWARD WINNING
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS

Share plan communications in context
Share plans

Sharing
Success

Bonus arrangements
Employee shareholders
Gender pay and diversity

Employee
engagement

Fair pay

Culture and
behaviours

CEO pay ratios
Explaining exec pay
Policy and practice
Engagement surveys

Facts
• Employer/Company
• Providers
• Administrators
• Lawyers
• Investor Relations
• Advisors

Employee

Stories
• Peers
• Family
• Friends
• Media/Internet
• Own experience
• Misconceptions

What your
audience needs
to hear

What you want
to say

Communications
bridge the gap

Making decisions
Awareness

Understanding

I’ve heard of this I know how this
works

Personalisation

Commitment

How does this
relate to me

I am going to
take action

manuals, reports,
PowerPoint,
websites,
quotations
words, words,
words!

Kinesthetic

lectures, group
discussion, radio,
informal email,
mobile phones,
speaking, webchat
talking things
through

Read/Write

Aural

Visual

information in
maps, spider
diagrams, charts,
graphs, flow
charts, labelled
diagrams

demonstration,
simulations,
videos, case
studies and
examples

You are choice architects!
Influence

Responsibility

Even just the facts
will make a
difference

No structure doesn’t
have a neutral effect

The way you
choose to
communicate and
the language you
use

Structure your
communications
and ‘nudge’
employees into the
right decision

Tips

•
•
•
•

There’s a cost to communications - no matter how you do it
Don’t leave it to the last minute, you will have to make compromises
somewhere and you always pay more
Focus your budget on the strategic elements – what’s the message, how
do I make sure people will notice it?
The tactical distribution side of things is where you can save money; Print
and postage is dead money, make it work harder for you

Remuneration & Governance Update
Julie Swann, Deloitte

Remuneration & Governance Updates
Agenda

Market Update – 2018 AGM
UK Corporate Governance Code
Post employment shareholding guidelines

Alternative incentive structures
Beyond the Board
Pension alignment?
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Market Update – 2018 AGM
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2018 AGM season
FTSE 250 companies – Key themes
10%

c.
of
companies
got
‘low votes’
(Less than
80%)

c.

Median vote
in favour
was c.

16%

High
correlation
between ISS
Against and
‘low vote’

of
companies
received
ISS Against

96%

Pay outcomes and increases – reactions against ‘excess’

Particular
focus on
repeat
offenders

Other areas of shareholder concern

Some exceptionally high pay outcomes
Persimmon

Melrose Industries

2012 value creation plan delivered
£200m to EDs.
CEO’s share was £110m (reduced to
£75m by Remuneration Committee).

2012 value creation plan delivered
c.£42m to each ED.

AGM vote

51%

AGM vote

77%

Significant increases in opportunity have received strong shareholder push-back
Company

Details

AGM vote

CRH

CFO salary +12.9% and increased PSP from 200% to
225% of salary

60%

William Hill

CEO salary +9.1% on appointment

69%

Rotork

CEO salary 14% higher than predecessor

72%

Rentokil Initial

Maximum bonus opportunity increased from 120% to
180% of salary; CEO PSP increased from 200% to 250%
of salary

75%

Direct Line

CFO salary 37.5% higher than predecessor

77%

Annual bonus
framework and
disclosure

History of low
votes?

New areas?

Framework - lack
of transparency

Failure to
respond to
dissent?

‘Automatic’
salary increases
in line with
workforce

Inadequate
disclosure of
targets or
achievements

CEO: UK
employee pay
ratios
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2018 AGM season
Other trends

Around one-third of
CEOs receiving no salary
increase – median
increase c.2%

Reduced pensions,
primarily for new hires

Other
remuneration
trends

Enhanced alignment
e.g. higher shareholding
requirements, holding
periods, post-termination
requirements

Greater use of discretion to
reduce formulaic out-turns
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UK Corporate Governance Code
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New UK Corporate Governance Code: Effective from 1 Jan 2019
Key remuneration areas

Pension contribution
rates aligned with
those available to the
workforce
Alignment of
incentives and
reward with culture
RemCo chair serving
12 months on a
committee
Explaining
executive pay to
the workforce

Setting senior
management pay

Discretion to
override formulaic
outcomes

Values and
strategy
Formal policy for post‐
employment shareholding
requirements
Use of pay
ratios and
pay gaps

Identify and
mitigate
reputational risk

Total holding and
vesting period of
five years or more

Review workforce
remuneration and related
policies
Actions following
‘low votes’
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New UK Corporate Governance Code: Effective from 1 Jan 2019
“Remuneration schemes and policies should enable the use of discretion to override formulaic outcomes”

Decision making
framework

Review
documentation

Reporting

Considering relevant factors
Report on ‘to what extent
discretion has been applied to
remuneration outcomes and the
reasons why’

Individual
performance
Single figure
out-turn
‘Formulaic outcome’

Workforce
context
Fair
outcome?

Shareholder
experience
General
business
performance
Consistency
with other
incentive
outcomes

Input from
other
committees
(e.g. risk)
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New UK Corporate Governance Code: Effective from 1 Jan 2019
Malus and Clawback: Key areas for consideration
Area
Population

Trigger events

Key questions
• Is this limited to just the executive directors?
• Is there merit in covering a wider group?
• Are they in line with FRC guidance (erroneous or misleading data, misconduct, misstatement of
accounts, serious reputational damage and corporate failure)?
• Do they cover the key “failure” risks for the business / sector?

Timing of trigger
event

• Are the right awards impacted?

Clarity

• Could participants challenge the provisions in court on the grounds on uncertainty? Clear drafting
mitigates this risk.

Sign-up

• Do participants actively sign-up to the provision?
• Is there a process for operating malus / clawback?

Process

• How can the Company confirm that any operation is not irrational / capricious so that the operation
is not open to challenge in court?

Cross-clawback

• Are arrangements in place for cross-clawback?

Supporting
communication

• Are provisions referenced in other employee communication documents?
• Are communication documents consistent with legal terms?
• Is enforceability compromised in any other way? Consistency across ALL documents?

Enforceability

• Is there a clear timeframe over which the provision can be triggered (e.g. can clawback be effected
after say, 10 years post-payment?)
• Is there any risk that the provision could be viewed as a restriction on trade?
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New UK Corporate Governance Code: Effective from 1 Jan 2019
Malus and Clawbacks provisions: Trigger events

Erroneous / misleading data
(FRC)

Misconduct
(FRC)

Misstatement of accounts
(FRC)

Reputational damage
(FRC)

Corporate failure
(FRC)

Failure of risk management

Failure of regulatory
compliance

Any others?
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New UK Corporate Governance Code: Effective from 1 Jan 2019
Employee engagement
Applies to all Board issues, including but not limited to executive pay
Potential approaches

We expect most companies are likely to appoint a
designated NED responsible for employee engagement in
combination with a formal workforce advisory panel.

1.

Formal workforce advisory panel

2.

Designated NED

3.

Director appointed from workforce

4.

… “Alternative Approach” (provided it can be explained) –
guidance is clear that an engagement survey by itself is
not sufficient to constitute having engaged with employees

However, the FRC have made clear that they are looking
beyond the simple method chosen and will expect
companies to disclose the initiatives and processes they put
in place to create meaningful engagement with employees.
The FRC is also aware that companies will be on a ‘journey’
as they improve their processes and capabilities in this
area.

The following provides some ideas around how companies can engage with employees
‘Best in class’

Minimum practice?

• One way communication

Employee ‘open’ forums

• ‘Information sharing’
• Anonymous participation channels
Annual workforce
survey

Global webcasts/CEO
‘town hall’

Feedback email
‘Whistleblower’

Intranet portals

service

Focus or
consultative groups
Digital networking
forums

Communication
events and
roadshows

• Employee-led agendas
• All employee representation

Director breakfasts

Listening groups
with senior
management

• Two-way dialogue

Site visits by directors

Leadership
roundtables

• Direct board interaction
Employee AGM
Shadow/mirror Board

Board consultation
with employee
representatives

Employee
conferences
Employee Forums
CEO live
streaming Q&A
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New UK Corporate Governance Code: Effective from 1 Jan 2019
Employee engagement: Recent case studies
HSBC plc
‘Exchange’ forum

“Exchanges are meetings with no agendas, where managers and leaders listen and employees do the

talking.”

Pearson
Employee breakfasts

“Dinners with senior local management and breakfasts with key talent allowed the NEDs to share their
experience and expertise with employees as well as allowing the directors to better understand
employees’ abilities and motivations, helping them to assess the company’s prospects and plans
for succession.”

RBS plc
CEO ‘live streaming’ Q&A

“In November 2017 the Chief Executive held his first live streaming question and answer session
with employees across RBS and over 150 questions were submitted.”

Rolls Royce
Employee AGM

As a Board, we are determined to role model these cultural ambitions. We have, for example, introduced a
Meet the Board initiative where employees have the opportunity to meet with and question the
Board at an ‘employee AGM’ style event.

Sainsbury’s
NED/employee representative
meetings

“From May 2017 our NEDs will meet with a subset of our National Great Place To Work Group
representatives from supermarkets, convenience and store support centres, so that they can hear the
issues raised by our colleagues first hand.”

Severn Trent plc
Employee forum

“Company employee forum which meets quarterly to discuss issues and opportunities. The forum is
chaired jointly by a member of the Executive Committee and the trade unions. Other members include
representatives from HR and employees from other business forums.”

Tesco plc
Employee conferences

“This year we hosted colleague conferences where leadership teams talked about business priorities – in
the UK over 8,000 colleagues attended this event, with further events held for colleagues in Central Europe
and Asia”.
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Employee dashboard: Considering pay and policies across the wider workforce
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Post employment shareholdings
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Post-employment shareholdings

Considerations

How long?

How much?

Investment Association Principles of Remuneration
(November 2018)
• Two-years post-employment
• At the lower of the shareholding requirement immediately
prior to departure, or the actual shareholding on departure

Who for?

How to
implement?

L&G Guidelines
(November 2018)
• Level should be meaningful and held for
two years post exit.
• For FTSE 100 this should be not less than
3x times salary

• State what structures are in place to ensure shareholdings are
maintained
• In place for all new EDs and for incumbents at the earliest
opportunity and at a minimum by next policy vote
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Post Employment Shareholding
Deloitte ‘snapshot’ survey – December 2018
What best describes your approach to operating a post-employment shareholding requirement in 2019?

FTSE 100

(27 participants)

FTSE 250

(20 participants)

Not yet considered
Nearly all of these companies
are introducing a new policy
this year
Other (including
already in place)

Will implement a
requirement to
hold a specified
level of shares for
a specified period

Will rely on
existing good
leaver provisions/
holding
periods
Plan to consider in
future years (e.g.
at next policy
review)

Not yet considered
c.75% of these
companies expect to
operate 2x salary for 2
years
Other
Will rely on
existing good
leaver provisions/
holding
periods

Will implement
a requirement
to hold a
specified level
of shares for a
specified
period

Plan to consider in
future years (e.g.
at next policy
review)

‘Ones to watch’ - 2019
• Leavers

• Settlement agreements

• DRR disclosure – ‘signposting’?
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Post-employment shareholding
Market practice – early adopters

Requirement
for 1 year

50% for 2
years

100% for 1year /
50% for 2 years

Company

Ongoing requirement
CEO

Other EDs

Vodafone Group

5x salary

4x salary

Unilever

5x salary

4x salary

Kingfisher

3.5x salary

2.5x salary

Man Group

3x salary

2x salary

Rathbone Brothers

2x salary

2x salary

BP

5x salary

5x salary

Post-cessation requirement

Further notes

Full shareholding requirement in place until
If requirement is not met, any unvested LTI awards will normally be forfeited
all long-term incentives have vested
100% of requirement for 1 year
50% of requirement for 2 years

Where guideline not met on departure, requirement applies to actual holding
LTI awards normally subject to additional holding period – this falls away two years after leaving the
company

100% of requirement for 1 year
50% of requirement for 2 years
100% of requirement for 1 year
50% of requirement for 2 years
100% of requirement for 1 year
50% of requirement for 2 years
50% of requirement for 2 years

Current are “expected” to maintain this requirement following retirement

50% of requirement for 2 years

“Executive Directors must also continue to hold a shareholding of 100% of Total fixed pay (or pro-rata
thereof) for two years post-termination.”

Barclays

2x fixed pay

2x fixed pay

Schroders

5x salary

3x salary

50% of requirement for 2 years

Where guideline not met on departure, requirement applies to actual holding

Pearson

3x salary

2x salary

50% of requirement for 2 years

Applies to shares acquired from incentive plans only (i.e. exc. personal investments)

Centrica

3x salary

3x salary

50% of requirement for 2 years

Where guideline not met on departure, requirement applies to actual holding

50% of requirement tapering down to 0%
over 2 years

Weir Group

4x salary

3x salary

Barratt
Developments

2x salary

2x salary

GSK

6x salary

3x salary

Standard Life
Aberdeen

5x salary

3x salary

InterContinental
Hotels Group

3x salary

2x salary

ZPG

4x salary

2x salary

LondonMetric
Property

Current directors: 7x salary / New EDs: 4x salary

50% of requirement for 2 years
(75% of salary for other directors)

Condition of good leaver status

100% of requirement for 1 year
100% of requirement for 1 year
100% of requirement for 6 months
50% of requirement for 1 year
CEO only:
100% of requirement for 1 year
1x salary for 1 year

Hilton Food Group

3x salary

1x salary

50% of requirement for 1 year

SSE

2x salary

2x salary

See notes

Deferred bonus shares must be retained for 12 months post-departure

Dunelm

2x salary

2x salary

See notes

Two-thirds of bonus earned and the LTIP (after tax) must be retained in shares. At least 50% of these
should be retained for at least two years after employment ends. RemCo may waive requirement in
certain circumstances (e.g. death, divorce, ill health or severe financial hardship)

Royal Dutch Shell

7x salary

4x salary

See notes

Holding periods on LTIP and deferred shares continue to apply following departure

Ei Group

3x salary

2x salary

See notes

Departing executive directors will be required to retain shares following the date of cessation. The
required holding will be 50% of the guideline that applied at the date of cessation (or if lower, the actual
holding excluding personal investment), reducing to nil over a period of 24 months.
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Alternative incentive structures
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Alternative incentive structures
Innovation in the current landscape
Extent of shareholder dialogue and risk of lower votes
Some investors and
shareholder bodies are
increasingly supportive of
Committees considering
alternative incentive
structures which may be
better aligned with the
strategy and characteristics of
a business, rather than simply
following market norms (e.g.
the Investment Associations’
Working Group on Pay
Simplification in 2016).

Change is still a challenge in
the current landscape
however.
Code asks for innovation and
simplicity.

UK vanilla
approach

Bonus banking

Bonus

Bonus bank

Performance
Shares

Performance
Shares

 Finesse
current
structure
•

 Smooths
volatility of
annual
payments

Metrics

•

Target setting

•

E.g. the
majority of
the FTSE
350



Additional
complexity for
little benefit?

•

E.g. CLS
Holdings

Stewardship
model

Bespoke “value
creation” plan

Single incentive

Combined plan

Bonus

Bonus
One-off
performancebased award

Restricted Stock

 Long-term
alignment to
shareholders.
Avoids long-term
target setting


Less linkage to
performance.



Challenge from
some
shareholders

•

 Simplicity


Fewer “levers”
at the RemCo’s
disposal.



Puts increased
pressure on
annual target
setting

•

E.g. Standard
Life Aberdeen

E.g. Weir Group

 Completely
bespoke to the
Company’s
circumstances


Setting
appropriate
long-term
targets



Can have very
binary outcomes

•

E.g. Zoopla

Key questions for the Remuneration Committee in considering change include:

Is the current
framework fit for
purpose?

Are the performance
conditions the right
ones and are targets
set appropriately?

Have incentives been
appropriately cascaded
through the Group to
support the strategy?

What is the impact of
governance and the
shareholder environment
on the framework?

What head winds are
facing the business
which means change is
appropriate?
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Beyond the Board
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Beyond the Board
Quantum

Figures shown are median values for participating companies and do not reflect the executive director values for the full indices
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Beyond the Board
Salary and structures
Salary increases

2.4%

Median most recent
increase across all
positions

2.5%

Median forecast increase at
next salary review
(disclosed by 39% of
participating companies)

Remuneration structures
 70% of companies operate an annual bonus and a single long term plan below the board
 Around 20% of companies have a restricted share plan for at least one level – usually Senior Management - and half of
these make regular awards below the board
 14% of companies grant market value share options to Executive Committee and/or Senior Management – and
three quarters of these make regular grants below the board
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Beyond the Board
Remuneration structures
Bonus Deferral
 Operated by 80% of participating companies
 More common in larger companies
 More common at executive committee than senior management
 Matching shares on deferred amounts declines to 7% of companies

Holding Periods
•

Post-vesting holding periods are in place for around one third of executive committee members and one
fifth of senior management

Malus and Clawback
Malus
•
Deferred bonus – around 90% of companies
•
PSP awards – around 90% of companies
Clawback
• Deferred bonus and PSP awards – around 80% of companies at executive committee level
- around 75% of companies at senior management level
• Cash bonus – over 60% of companies at executive committee level
- around half of companies at senior management level
23

Pension alignment
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Pension provision
Alignment of pensions contributions –Market practice
FTSE 250
17 companies reduced pension opportunity in 2017 or 2018.

FTSE 100
30 companies reduced pension opportunity in 2017 or 2018.
55%

45%

50%

40%

45%

35%

40%

30%

35%

25%

30%

20%

25%

15%

20%
15%

10%

10%

5%
Pension reductions
disclosed in 2017

5%

Pension reductions disclosed in 2018
(to date)

Pension reductions disclosed in
2017

Pension reductions disclosed in 2018
(to date)

•

9 out of the 17 companies have reduced pension opportunities for new
Executive Directors only.

•

24 out of the 30 companies have reduced pension opportunities for new
Executive Directors only.

•

8 out of the 17 companies have reduced pension opportunities for
incumbent Executive Directors. However, for 6 of these companies,
opportunity has been aligned with actual contributions received by
Executive Directors. Therefore, no ‘real’ reduction.

•

6 out of the 30 companies have reduced pension opportunities for
incumbent Executive Directors. However, for 3 of these companies,
opportunity has been aligned with actual contributions received by
Executive Directors. Therefore, no ‘real’ reduction.

•

New base line appears to be in the region of 10% to 20% of salary.

•

New base line appears to be in the region of 15% to 20% of salary.

•

In most cases the new reduced pension benefit continues to be higher
than wider employee pension levels.

•

In most cases the new reduced pension benefit continues to be higher
than wider employee pension levels.

•

Pension contribution reduction was part of Remuneration Policy change for
all 17 companies.

•

Pension contribution reduction was part of Remuneration Policy change for
29 companies. 1 company introduced change as a result of a newly
appointed Executive Director.

The above charts show pension reductions for new Executive Director appointments.
Analysis excludes companies where Executive Directors are part of a DB scheme, or Executive Directors are transitioning from a DB to a DC scheme.
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Pension provision
What constitutes alignment
alignment?
Some judgment is required as to what represents “alignment”.
Consideration should be given to the intention behind the provision when considering whether the proposed approach is
reasonable.
Example 1

Executive directors

Example 2

Example 3

Example 4

Example 5

“Average”
of other
grades

Example 6

25%

10%

25%

20%

12.5%

Other senior leaders

5%

10%

20%

20%

20%

9.4%

Workforce Level 3

5%

10%

15%

5%

15%

5%

Workforce Level 2

5%

10%

10%

5%

10%

5%

Workforce Level 1

5%

10%

5%

5%

5%

5%

Aligned?





?

?

?

9.4%

Higher
earners
matched on
“net of tax”
basis

?
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Pension provision
Deloitte ‘snapshot’ survey – December 2018
Are you likely to reduce pension provision for executive directors in 2019?

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

(27 participants)

(20 participants)
Yes - will make pension
reduction in 2019

c.75% of these
companies are
renewing policy in 2019

No (other)

No – policy
considered
aligned (for new
EDs)

Yes - will
make pension
reduction in
2019

Nearly all reductions (c.90%)
expected for new hires only

No (other)

No – wait until next
policy review

c.50% to workforce rate
c. 50% to senior
management rate

No - reduced in
last 2 years - wait
to see how market
moves

Other/approach
not known

No – wait until
next policy review

No - reduced in
2 years Nolast
- reduced
wait
to see
in last
2 years
howtomarket
- wait
see
moves
how market
moves

‘Ones to watch’ - 2019
• Recruitment scenarios

• Outliers

• DRR disclosure – ‘signposting’?
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Share plans trends for 2019
Gabbi Stopp, Proshare
Danyle Anderson, Global Equity Organization

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

Context for share plans in 2019
Pay: increased disclosure & scrutiny
The ‘elephant in the room’
SAYE & SIP trends
Global LTI and share plan trends
The future…

Context for share plans in 2019
Financial inequality agenda
Media scrutiny of executive pay and discretionary plans
CIPD/High Pay Centre report on RemCos
Employee share ownership and the employee voice at the
centre of governance debate
• Increased regulatory influence and oversight; changing
regulations
•
•
•
•

Pay: increased disclosure &
scrutiny
•
•
•
•
•

Gender Pay Gap reporting
Govt consulting on ethnicity pay gap
New legislation on disclosure of CEO pay ratio
Increasing investor pressure to ‘do the right thing’
Focus on long-term sustainable success, including ESG
goals

The ‘elephant in the room’…
Brexit impacts on share plans:
• Chilling effect on new launches?
• Share price volatility & planning
• Irish SAYE
• EMI & EU State Aid approval
• EU Prospectus Regulation
• Increased global uncertainty

Number of SAYE & SIP plans

Source: HMRC / ONS Statistics

IT & NIC relief for SAYE & SIP plans

Source: HMRC / ONS Statistics

Savings amounts for SAYE grants
Average monthly savings amounts per employee (2017
grants)

Gender breakdowns calculated from 3 administrators’ data

Saving at the statutory maximum
• Percentage of participants saving at the statutory £500
monthly maximum (across any/all grants)

Gender breakdowns calculated from 3 administrators’ data

Average SAYE take-up
50.79%
42.95%

44.30%

41.00%
38.40%

35.79%

37.00%
35.00%

35.56%

32.76%

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Retention of shares on SAYE maturity
75%

70%

72%

68%
54.00%

63%

59%
55.00%

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

3.15% of participants
failed to take any action
during the maturity
period (2,390 of 755,367
participants).

Most popular SIP share combinations

SIP participation
• Of an eligible population of
2,977,364 employees, 976,784
participated in SIP in 2017 =
32%.
• Data for gender was provided on
1,185,306 eligible employees,
the gender breakdown for
eligibility was:
• Data for gender was provided on
596,826 participating
employees, the gender
breakdown for participation
was:

SIP holding values
• Based on share prices at 31 December 2017, the average SIP
shareholding value was £7,648.66
• 4 administrators provided data for the gender of participants.
Data were provided for 238,456 females and 358,370 males.
These are the average
SIP holding values for
female and male SIP
participants.

SIP Partnership investment

Gender data breakdowns provided by two administrators.

Average monthly
contributions by participant
gender were calculated as
shown:

Global Equity Insights Survey –
a success story for global market intelligence since 2013

Retention is and always has been the
main objective for LTI plans
 Companies reported a multitude of reasons for providing an LTI, Retention is the clear
main objective.
 Other objectives, taken together, provide a sound argument for LTI plans:
Objectives of LTI plans
(in % of companies)
87%
80%

84%
77%

73%

72%

71%

69%

67%
61%

Retention

Best market pay practice

Strategy

64%

67%

58%

Identification with company

2015

68%

64%

2016

2017

Share ownership

73%

72%
58%

Employee Engagement

The LTI portion has increased for Middle
Management and Other Key Employees
 While the LTI portion has remained stable for Management Boards to Senior
Management, the LTI portions for Middle Management and Other Key Employees has
steadily increased over the years:
LTI portion
(in % of target direct compensation)
42

43

42
37

39
34
31

33

32

32

23

21

23

24

22

14

15
12

17
14
11

12

12

8

Management Board

Executives

Senior Management

2014

2015

2016

2017

Middle Management

2018

Other Key Employees
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The most common LTI plan types have had
a steady development over the years
 Restricted Stock (Units) and Performance Shares remain the preferred plan type across
all economic regions. Stock Options / Stock Appreciation Rights as well as Performance
Cash Plans are also prevalent in the market:
Plan types
(in % of companies)
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Plan types in Europe have developed in recent years
 Whereas Stock Options / Stock Appreciation Rights have been on a steady decline in
Europe, Performance Cash plans have increased in prevalence:

Plan types in Europe
(in % of companies)
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TSR remains the preferred performance measure,
companies in Europe also focus on Profit/Earnings
 While (relative) TSR is the most common performance measure applied by companies
across all regions, several other measures are found in the market:
 In addition to (relative) TSR, Profit/Earnings performance measures are also popular:
Performance measures in Europe
(in % of companies)
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Return on sales

Other financial
measures

Successful companies grant a larger LTI
portion than less successful companies

An increasing number of participating
companies have implemented a share purchase plan

Actual participation has increased across all
companies
 Actual participation rates have increased across all participating companies:

Share Purchase Plan Actual Participation Rate
(in average % of employees across companies)
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Regulatory requirements represent serious
hurdles to equity plans
 Companies identified regulatory requirements in 2017 and 2018 as a clear obstacle for
implementing their share purchase plans.*
Obstacles for SPP implementation
(in % of companies)
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Shareholder concerns

Companies would make changes if new
legislation were introduced
 74% of companies reported
Regulatory change impact
(in % of companies)

interest to make changes to
their equity plans if
favorable legislation were
introduced.
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 30% of European
companies and 27% of
North American companies
reported interest in making
extensive changes to their
equity plans if favorable
legislation were introduced.

The future…
• Helping plan issuer companies to meet their share plan objectives!
• Continuing to promote ESO with key stakeholders and shape
attitudes of policy influencers
• Looking at initiatives to amplify the employee shareholder voice
• Partnering with like-minded organisations and individuals to
maximise our sector’s impact and influence
• Helping share plan professionals to succeed in their careers and
make the share plans industry a magnet for the best talent
available.

Thank You
Thank you for attending GEO's UK Chapter/ProShare
Regional Events. We hope you enjoyed this session!

